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“Nothing will ever pay you such interest on your investment as the time and attention spent in
acknowledging, accepting, adoring, blessing, and calling into DYNAMIC ACTION, the LIMITLESS
LIGHT of your own “Beloved Mighty I AM Presence,” to produce Perfection for you NOW AND
FOREVER!”
Beloved Mrs. G W Ballard – “Voice of the I AM” – April 1936

BELOVED SAINT GERMAIN
“The natural tendency of Life is Love, Peace, Beauty, Harmony, and Opulence, for Life cares
not who uses It, but is constantly surging to pour more of Its Perfection into manifestation,
always with that lifting process which is ever inherent within Itself.

“I AM”
“I AM” is the Activity of “That Life.”
How strange it is that students with sincere interest do not seem to get the True Meaning
of those two words.
When you say and feel “I AM,” you release the spring of Eternal, Everlasting Life to flow on
its way unmolested. In other words, you open wide the door to its natural flow. When you
say “I AM not,” you shut the door in the face of this Mighty Energy.
“I AM” is the Full Activity of God.”
THE “I AM” DISCOURSES
BY THE ASCENDED MASTER SAINT GERMAIN
DISCOURSE I - October 3, 1932 SAINT GERMAIN
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2013 AMTF Conference
The next AMTF Conference in Mount Shasta will be: August 2, 3, & 4, 2013
at the Buddhist Temple at Tara's Refuge on Madison Drive in Mt. Shasta, CA.
for more information about Tara's Refuge go to www.tarasrefuge.org
Details will be posted at a later date.
ALL ARE WELCOME !!!

For more information e-mail: info@ascendedmaster.org

“THE VIOLET FIRE CAULDRON”
From the Spiritual Caravan Newsletter of the AMFT
The Cosmic Law has provided a means of relief for each person's karma, accumulated during the
last twelve months of the year, provided such karma was not a result of willful intent. This action is
performed in order to allow mankind to be freed from a portion of the errors and mistakes made
in the past year, not so much through willful disobedience to the Law, as through lack of
discernment, discretion and discrimination. In other words, the mitigation of misqualified energy
relates only to those whose causes are motivated with no evil intent. Here, the Violet Fire is
allowed to dissolve and transmute the accumulation of discord that has been created during the
course of that year (DISCORD WITHOUT VICIOUS INTENT, WITHOUT MALICE) AND THROUGH IGNORANCE.
If it were not for this yearly purification, mankind would, within seven years, destroy their minds,
bodies and possible useful service, for that embodiment. THIS TYPE OF KARMA CAN BE AS MUCH AS 50%
OF THE TOTAL KARMA ALLOTTED TO HIM DURING THIS EMBODIMENT.

Because of this action of mercy, everyone enters the New Year with much greater freedom from
the limitation and bonds of their own creation. This merciful procedure of the Karmic Board,
commenced millions of years ago, after the fall of man, accounts for the lightness with which
individuals enter the New Year – filled with hope, resolutions and a strongly-embedded desire to
improve upon their nature, character and manifest expression.
As you know, it is the custom of mankind to make “New Year’s Resolutions” with a clearlydistinguished goal of bettering their nature. The weight and momentum of their human nature,
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however, usually makes these resolutions short lived. The Masters are asking that, in the new year,
you will be MASTER OF YOUR ENERGY AND WILL NOT ALLOW YOUR THOUGHT AND FEELING CENTERS TO
REPRODUCE, IN YOUR WORLD, THE MANIFESTATIONS THAT BROUGHT UNHAPPINESS TO YOU IN THE PAST.

However, if people insist upon holding onto the grudges, unpleasant experiences and so-called
injustices, they will re-create that karma.
One of the most beautiful activities, connected with the closing of the yearly cycle, is the ceremony
whereby the Lords of Karma close the individual Book of Life for every lifestream in embodiment
upon the Earth, during the past twelve-month period. This ceremony is of particular interest and
benefit to students of the Ascended Masters. It takes place on the last evening of the old year
(another dictation says the ceremony begins on December 28) in the Cauldron of Violet Fire, above
the Teton Retreat.
For that purpose, at the end of each year, there is created, by the builders of form, what you would
describe as a lake, about a thousand feet in diameter, circular in shape and filled with deep, Violet
Fire. Into that Lake of Violet Fire the inner bodies of every individual belonging to this planet, step,
before the end of the year, and each one is literally baptized, one might say, in its purifying
essence.
After the Lords of Karma have measured the Light of the lifestreams, each one is then placed
within the ceremonial Fire of purification, which is projected and sustained under the direction of
the beloved Master Saint Germain, with the help and sustenance of the Angelic Kingdom.
White-robed figures of the angels of mercy, wearing deep bands of purple on the sleeves of their
garments, stand all around the edge of this circular sea of Violet Fire. Individuals approach in their
inner bodies, most of them in a somnambulant state, completely unconscious of their
surroundings, but all drawn here in their etheric bodies, by the magnetizing power of divine love
and mercy. As these figures step upon the dock, each of them is approached by two of the angelic
figures, who take it by each side, lead it into the Violet Fire and bathe it carefully in the flame, even
to the head. This submergence of the entire body is performed very gently, three times. When the
individuals are led out, they are given into the charge of the angels of protection, who return each
individual to his physical body, staying with it, until there comes a certain sense of relief and
release from the pressures of the past year. This baptism is not a “one by one” performance. Many
souls are submerged at the same time.
When you come to the chelas of the Ascended Host, there is the cooperation of the mental and
emotional bodies, and these individuals enter the Sacred Fire with a realization of its power.
Students are invited to bathe within this purifying fire, not once, but often. The angelic host will
welcome you back as often as you care to come. There is no such thing, in the Ascended Masters'
Realm, as weariness, exhaustion or depletion in service. Every time you come for a blessing, they
are more happy than before, so let us utilize the opportunity, and remember that the Violet Fire is
made available through the life energy of the beloved Kwan Yin, Saint Germain, beloved Zadkiel
and beloved Holy Amethyst. Mankind has no idea of the amount of energy it takes to make a
mighty cauldron of flame, a thousand feet in diameter. It takes an almost limitless amount of
concentrated power and attention, to keep that Violet Fire at such a vibratory rate that no matter
what type of energy is passed into it, it never sinks below its purifying state. One of the great
beings is in constant attendance, to render that service and assistance. Ascended Masters and Their Retreats,
p.412-415

The Twice-Yearly Petition Process
Twice a year, when the Rocky Mountain Retreat (Teton Retreat) is open, students of the Ascended
Masters may submit petitions to the conclave that meets there. The petitions are plans that assist
in fulfilling the divine plan for this planet and for widening the borders of the Kingdom of Heaven.
This article lays out the step by step process of submitting and working with petitions and gives you
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some background to the events that take place at the retreat. The following excerpt is by the Lord
Maha Chohan, and it vividly describes what happens at the half-yearly meetings and the petition
process itself.
“The exact procedure followed by an individual, a master, or a group of dedicated beings who are
to apply to the Lords of Karma for dispensations of mercy, is somewhat as follows.
“The Master or bold member of the race receives a divine inspiration in the quietude of his own
God contemplation. He recalls it again and examines its possible worth as a means of fulfilling the
divine plan and widening the borders of the Father’s Kingdom. He then develops and matures this
idea in his mind and nourishes it with the love and strength of his own feeling nature. If he is a
member of a retreat, he will no doubt present this proposal to his brothers, and it will be
incorporated in the group petition of the retreat at the great council. If he is working
independently, he may prepare this petition, and upon entering the Teton hall, give his scroll to the
being (the Keeper of the Scrolls, editor) who is in charge of placing them on the great bulletin
board which is situated outside the audience chambers.
“This enables many lifestreams to acquaint themselves with the proposals that are to be
presented, and if they find merit and interest in any particular petition, they are allowed to place
their names on the scroll, this signifying to the Master sponsoring the petition that the lifestream
so signing is willing to support the measure, at such time as the Karmic Board will hear the petition
and ask for the presentation of individuals who will back such proposals, release the energies
required to fulfill them, and cooperate according to the best of the individuals’ powers and
capacities in forwarding such a cause for world good.
“The retreat or individual being sponsoring such a cause is then assigned a private meeting room,
and here they are free to entertain the members of the race and the Brotherhood who have
signified an interest in their proposed plan. Thus, the representatives from the retreats of the
world, as well as the individual Masters, spent the first 15 days of their stay at the Rocky Mountain
Retreat in gathering constituents for their cause, knowing full well that when they have the
opportunity to present their plan before the assembly, the number, nature, and capacities of those
who stand as voluntary supporters of such a cause will determine the final extent of the grant
given them and the freedom with which they may exercise their powers in drawing on the
universal cosmic storehouse of energy to make that cause appear on the screen of form as an
effect worthy and lasting in merit.
“When the Karmic Council sits, each retreat and individual is called forward in successive order,
according to rank and purpose, and given the opportunity to present the proposed petition before
the entire assembly and the members of the human race who have been magnetically drawn in to
the atmosphere. After hearing the proposal, one of the members of the Karmic Board always asks
the sponsors to call forward as many lifestreams, ascended and unascended, as have offered to
dedicate a portion of their individual energies to such a cause. Besides the individuals which the
sponsor has secured through his concentrated preliminary meetings, at the public presentation
usually a goodly number of those present, who have either arrived too late, or who have not been
interested enough to read the petitions of the Brothers beforehand, will rise and join the ranks of
one movement or another. Then, the Karmic Board deliberates on the potential good which will
be effected by such an investment of cosmic energies in the particular cause before them. Their
measure is the amount of good that can be effected with regard to the development of the
individual God flame and the evolution of the planet and not so much with the temporary comforts
or pleasures of the people.
After the cosmic grant is given to the sponsor, he must endeavor to launch his movement on the
flood tide of the spiritual energies dedicated to his cause by the Cosmic Board. Thus, after the July
and January meetings, while the spiritual tide is full, there is at inner levels always a tremendous
impetus in the world causes which will benefit the race as a whole.
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“If the retreat, the Master, or the individual does not secure much support from the voluntary
energies of the race, his grant from the Cosmic Board is small, and he must wait the opportunity at
the next meeting to increase the interest of the people, or if the Board feels the service can be
superseded by another of greater merit, he cheerfully and willingly gives up this proposed idea,
and either enters into the activities of some other member of the Brotherhood, or, in time, evolves
another idea which will perhaps be more pleasing and beneficial to the evolution of the race at
that time.
“When the final grants have been made, and the retreats, Masters, forces of the elements, and
human beings have been given the sanction of the cosmic court to proceed, each returns
immediately to the center of his own sphere of influence and sets into motion the most intense
activity whereby the cause he serves may quickly find fruition in the world of form. This very
important, for he is called upon to report on what he has done with the grant of energy given him
by the cosmic council at the next half-yearly meeting, and if he has not availed himself of it, his
future grant will be limited thereby.”¹
Here is a concise set of guidelines, from Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, for the student who
wishes to submit a petition to the Karmic Board.
1.

Before writing down the petition, the student should enter into communion with his
God-Self and examine his motive.

2.

The petition should benefit a number of persons, rather than just one individual.

3.

It should be written down in ink or typed.

4.

The student should re-read the petition in the evening, before going to sleep, to
impress the plan upon his brain consciousness and his etheric consciousness, as well.

5.

Then, the student should mentally direct the petition to the Bulletin Board of the
Keeper of the Scrolls. As a matter of courtesy, this should be done before the retreat
opens.

6.

The petition should be burned at the end of the month, since its purpose will then have
been achieved.²

7.

Please, also note that “during the 1950’s, the Masters repeatedly asked the students to
prepare petitions which, if approved, would greatly further the progress of the human
race. Such petitions may be given by an individual or as a group. Generally speaking,
petitions formulated as a group are more effective since, typically, a group has more
spiritual momentum than an individual has, acting alone.”3

Now that you have an idea of the activities that unfold at the half-yearly meetings, here is
the schedule of activities that will guide you through both the petition process and the meetings
themselves. Werner Schroeder, in the book, Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, tells us that the
Karmic Board meets during the half-yearly meetings “at the end of December and in June, to pass
on petitions submitted by the Masters and the students. There is no set timetable for the
meetings (of the Karmic Board, editor). Typically, the meetings begin on December 26, but they
may start, depending on the workload, as early as December 18. For the same reason, the
meetings may last until January 4, at which time the decisions are handed out.”4
TIMETABLE AND AGENDA OF THE HALF-YEARLY MEETINGS
December 15 – January 14 and June 15 – July 14: Meeting of members of the Great White
Brotherhood and the Karmic Board.
December 15 and June 15: Last day for students to send in their petitions.
December 15 and June 15: Keeper of the Scrolls places petitions of students on a giant bulletin
board.
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December 15 and June 15: Typically, the Ascended Masters arrive on this day. They study the
petitions of the students and add petitions of their own.
December 16 and June 16: The Masters consult with each other. Sometimes petitions are comingled for greater effect.
December 18 and June 18: Earliest day for meeting of the Karmic Board. Usually their first
meeting day commences on December 26 (June 26). Petitions are heard. A messenger from the
Central Sun or the two
being governing the Central Sun (Alpha and Omega) are present, in
person.
First Saturday after December 15 and June 15: Transmission of the Flame Service. All members of
the Brotherhood, who are present at the Teton Retreat, participate in this service.
December 26 through 31 and June 26 through June 30: Chelas of the Ascended Masters meet in
groups
or individually, to support the petitions.
December 28: First day of the Violet Fire Cauldron. All mankind is bathed in a giant lake of Violet
Fire. Karma received during the past year, that was not obtained by willful intent, is removed.
Students may be bathed several times. This activity will be completed on December 31.
December 31 and July 1: Students burn their petitions.
January 1: Two Ascended Masters are selected to act as Sponsors of the Year. Thereafter, the
Thoughtform of the Year is presented, by the Planetary Silent Watcher, to the Lord of the World.
This thoughtform con- tains the divine plan for the Earth for the new year, and it is contained in the
form of a symbol (such as the Freedom Flame or a golden sheaf of wheat).
By January 4 and July 4: The Karmic Board announces which petitions have been approved.
January 7 and July 7: The meetings end. On or about January 7, the Lord of the World returns to
Shamballa and selects the retreats to be open during the year. Retreats are chosen that best
express the God-virtues of the thoughtform. The Hierarchs of the retreats obtain this
information from the Lord of the World and contemplate how their retreat can best
contribute to the divine plan for the year.5
Some last thoughts about petitions – the criteria as to whether they are granted or not
granted by the Karmic Board – from Ascended Masters and Their Retreats.
1. The Light (accumulated, constructively-qualified energy gathered during all of the
embodiments of the student or group of students.) This includes the energy qualified in
the form of decrees, songs, and visualizations.
2.

The condition of the inner bodies and physical body of the student. Are they
sufficiently developed and reliable enough to be counted on to fulfill the vow?

3.

The specific good that can be accomplished.

4.

Whether or not a particular group of Ascended Master students is meeting at the same
time as the Karmic Board. The Masters pointed to two examples of groups who actually
were meeting and had a tremendous effect. One of the groups referred to was the
Philadelphia Christmas class.

“Saint Germain explained in the Bridge to Freedom Journal, ‘WORKING SIMULTANEOUSLY
WITH US, IN THE ACCOMPLISHMENT OF CURRENT EVENTS, AT THE SAME MOMENT, SIGNIFIES THE
GREATEST SPIRITUAL MILESTONE OF THIS ERA. IF UNASCENDED BEINGS WOULD CHOOSE TO GIVE
THEIR ENERGIES AT THE SAME TIME THAT WE ARE PRESENTING THE PETITIONS TO THE LORDS OF
KARMA, WAVE AFTER WAVE OF HARMONIOUSLY-QUALIFIED GOD-LIFE, FLOWING FROM THE
HEARTS OF MANKIND, WOULD BEAR WITNESS TO MANKIND’S WILLINGNESS TO STAND BEHIND
EVERY DESIGN AND PLAN THAT THE BROTHERS MIGHT PRESENT. THEN, THE LORDS OF KARMA
COULD NOT, INGOOD CONSCIENCE, REFUSE ANY SUCH PETITION, AND TREMENDOUS
DISPENSATIONS AND GRANTS COULD BE EFFECTED.’
7

5.

The energy that will have to be contributed from the universal storehouse of energy, to
further the specific goal of the petition. If the petition is important, the Karmic Board
matches the energy the petitioner is offering, thereby doubling it.

… “If the petition is granted, then, the effort of the petitioner is reviewed at the next
meeting of the Karmic Board. The petitioner must return with a full report, explaining how he used
the energy granted by the Karmic Board, in furthering the goal of the petition.
“From this we learn that THE MAIN CRITERIA FOR GRANTING THE PETITION, TO HELP THE
PROGRESS OF THE ENTIRE HUMAN RACE, IS DETERMINED BY THE PERSISTENT SELF-EFFORT OF THE
ASCENDED MASTER STUDENTS OF TODAY.”6
Will you serve with us for the benefit of the human race and our beloved planet?
1

Thomas Printz’ Private Bulletin, Book 1, Beloved Maha Chohan, July 15, 1952, Pages 1921
2
Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, Page 405
3
Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, Page 405
4
Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, Page 404
5
Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, Pages 402-403
6
Ascended Masters and Their Retreats, Pages 407-409

EXTRACT FROM
“ELECTRONS AND THE ELEMENTAL KINGDOM”
Compiled by Werner Schroeder from the Bridge to Freedom Publications from the
Accredited Messenger of the Great White Brotherhood, Geraldine Innocente – Twin Ray of
Ascended Master El Morya
ORBIT OF ELECTRONS
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
Pages 58 - 71
Not only your physical bodies, but your mental, emotional and etheric bodies are made up
of thousands of atoms. Each atom consists of a central core of fire around which a series of
electrons move in ordered precision, as the planets move around the sun. The electrons
spin in their orbit, even as the Earth turns on her axis in the twenty-four hour period. The
speed with which the electrons move in their procession around the flame in the center of
the atom and the speed at which they turn in their orbits, determine the rate of vibratory
action of your vehicles. The mind of God determined the time and the speed with which the
planets circle round the Sun and the Earth has obeyed that law, remaining in its orbit and
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completing its revolution every twenty-four hours within that orbit, as well as its circle
around the Sun in what has been chronicled as your present one-year period.
Within the lifestreams of the children of Earth there was, likewise, set a perfect pattern for
the electrons moving in each atom and, combined with all the atoms in the seven bodies, it
made an ordered universe and a harmonious vibratory tone and color. The natural rate of
vibration of the seven bodies of each lifestream was placed at such a rapid rate that
imperfection, disease, limitation and disharmony of any kind could no more attach
themselves to these rapidly moving bodies than could a cloud of smoke enter into and
become a part of the physical Sun.
When the vibratory action of the bodies of man began to vibrate more slowly than their
natural rate, they had no longer the repelling force (in form of a pillar of light), which their
own rapidly moving energy provided. When men lowered the caliber of their thought and
feeling worlds, it lowered the vibratory action of the four lower bodies until they became so
slow in their movements that every destructive rate of vibration generated by their fellow
men could easily flow into and become one with them because there was no rapid
circulation of the electronic light to repel and deflect their intrusion. That is why the more
distressed and discouraged an individual becomes, the more he is slowing down the
vibratory action of his system and the more he is drawing into himself the accumulation
which vibrates at this slower rate.
There is only one way for mankind to come back to a state of immunity, which was
symbolized as the Garden of Eden. That way is, to consciously draw the light into the four
lower bodies. That light will act as an electric charge as it flows into each electron, causing it
to spin more rapidly in its orbit, gradually accelerating the vibratory rate of the lower
bodies. This action, if sustained by conscious effort, will bring the lifestream to a state
wherein discord and imperfection will not longer register.
The student body is like a foolish pilot who sits in the cockpit of a most modern airplane and
weeps copiously because the large contraption will not rise into the air, but yet he will not
turn the lever which sets the propeller into motion. Unless he will draw the electric force
into the great motor, he will sit there forever.
Beloved children, you have the way and the means to rise out of the discord of Earth. Why
sit ye weeping in your limitations, when, through the use of God's limitless light, you may
rise up and be free. You have faith that by putting your foot on the starter of your car, you
will start the engine running. Why not have faith in the Threefold Flame in your hearts to
raise your consciousness above the discord of Earth!
RIVER OF ELECTRONIC SUBSTANCE
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
This morning, I again bow before the exquisite stream of electronic light flowing so
constantly, and so happily from the heart of the great Sun, itself, into and through your
human forms, and containing, within itself, all the potent powers which man has called
mastery over circumstances.
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Looking at the form and essence of this pure light as it flows to the individual, which
appears like billions of beads of light strung together, making a river of electronic substance
it becomes my heart desire, as well as that of all those who witness the entrance of the
God-light into the body, that we might convey to you the comfort and the knowledge and
power that lies within your own light to fulfill all your needs and yet this great river of force
flows through you, for the most part, unclaimed, filling the aura of each day with
nothingness.
The great world of science has said that if they could build machines powerful enough to
crush the atom, that from the energy released, one tiny molecule would be enough to carry
a great ocean liner across the sea, and yet, IN THE COURSE OF A SECOND, EACH ONE
RECEIVES INTO HIS OWN HEART (UNRECOGNIZED) MANY COUNTLESS BILLIONS OF THESE
ATOMS THAT PASS OUT INTO THE UNIVERSE, UNUSED, because man has not learned the
power that lies within his own lifestream – just like an orange that lies upon the table
untouched, or a nut from which the kernel has not been extracted. One could sit for days
with both these articles of food within reach without enjoying the succulence of the one or
the nourishment that lies within the other, unless an effort was made to unclothe the
garment in which their essence was enveloped.
It is the same with your precious light. At the moment you are born into this world, your
own Christ Self agrees to accept the prana, or substance of the air, and becomes responsible
for as much of that commodity as you will use in the course of a lifetime. Also, from the
time you breathe your first breath, the powers and beings of the air become your servants;
the beings concerned with the sustenance of Earth supply you with food and nourishment
for your body; the shining sun helps you to perform the acts of your daily living, and the
elements of the water supply you with your ablutions as well as giving the necessary
refreshment to your inner bodies.
All of these elemental beings bend the knee before the throne of the One from which all
have come, and who breathes the first breath into the nostril of the new-born and sets the
akashic ethers into motion. Do you think that it is for naught that, age after age, and eon
after eon, mankind has been so served, and yet has not signified its willingness to accept the
responsibility of using these powers of nature without, in some manner, contributing, even
impersonally, to the progress of the planet and the race?
At the close of your earth life, my beloved ones, it is I who takes the last breath from your
nostril, as your soul signifies that you have abode long enough in this “vale of tears”, and
that it desires a surcease from the karma of your own making that you may receive light
from the Suns of heaven and prepare to return again to fulfill your Divine Plan. I have met
you there hundreds and hundreds of times. Your soul clutching in its tired hands the
sheaves of its own harvest, pitifully small for the most part, and even I, whose energy has
sustained your earth journey, must repress a feeling of discouragement (if such a quality
could be expressed in our realm) to see a soul so distressed. So this morning I again
endeavor to turn your attention to the power that lies within your electronic stream of light
which is your heartbeat.
You do not have to look without – to any person – for within that heartbeat is your
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precipitating power by which I myself have manifested the glory of each succeeding day.
In the heart of the retreats, when we emphasize the philosophy “Know thyself,” it does not
mean that you have to delve into the various doctrines of the day, which only result in the
manufacture of sheath after sheath with which people have clothed the outer self in this
octave, but we do mean that you BECOME ACQUAINTED WITH THAT EXQUISITE STREAM OF
LIFE AND LIGHT THROUGH WHICH YOU ATTAIN YOUR MASTERY.
ELECTRONIC ENERGY THROUGH LIFESTREAM
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
When we speak of life we speak of what the scientific world calls electronic energy. I am a
cosmic dispenser of life, and therefore know the actual reality of that electronic substance.
Men consider life wasted and boring, because they do not understand the very nature of
that glorious gift of life from God's heart.
From the heart of God there are sent forth countless billions of little intelligent beings with
winged sandals, shining garments, miniature crowns upon their foreheads all carrying gifts
of health, illumination, understanding, love and light. These beings are given into the heart
of the Mighty I AM Presence of every unascended being and they are what the world terms
“life”. They are eagerly awaiting passage through the world of human form, as the souls of
mankind are awaiting incarnation. The Presence blesses each one of these miniature beings,
which you term electrons, and sends them forth to each human personality in a rhythmic
pulsation, hoping that they can pass through the channel of the personal self as an open
door and give their gifts to the universe. From the time they leave the aura of the individual
I AM Presence they are catapulted by the emotions, thoughts and vibratory action of the
physical and etheric bodies, and their journey into the universe is completely disrupted by
the disintegrating forces of the uncontrolled channel through which they pass. Their little
vials are broken and their gifts destroyed, and they pass from the body with practically no
animation left in their beings.
The continual procession of these angelic, cherubic, seraphic beings goes on through every
human being on the planet while he wears a physical body, and everyone is the constant
conductor of perfection held by these intelligent little spirits that would flow through such
an open door and give happiness and joy to the universe. To be an open door, and to stop
the crucifixion and maltreatment of the electrons passing through one's body makes such a
lifestream blessed indeed, for where any such a one is found, the Father entrusts more and
more of his tiny messengers to that lifestream, hoping in that way to balance the many who
have never reached their full perfection in the outer world through the personality's
discordant vibrations
Because of the service of beloved Saint Germain, limitless thousands of these little beings
are endeavoring to pass through your lifestream into the activity, and if you could put your
personal little self aside and allow them to pass, you would learn patience, and knowing the
great service your bodies render, you would be willing to remain incarnate as long as the
Great Ones wish a means of conduct into the appearance world. This may be compared to
the man who lay across the Tibetan's abyss with his feet in the roots of one tree and his
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hands caught on the other side, so that the disciples of the Buddha might pass in safety and
reach their Master.
FREE FLOWING STREAM OF ELECTRONIC LIGHT
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
As it is my privilege, responsibility and honor to be the actual cosmic dispenser of Godqualified energy to the Earth and all her attendant evolutions, I bless the ceaseless stream
of electronic light (which has self-conscious intelligence) as it flows from the universal I AM
Presence, through your own White Fire Being, your Individualized I AM Presence into the
chalice of the immortal victorious Threefold Flame within your beating heart.
The unawakened amongst men feel life is their just due and dispense it often with careless
effrontery into the world about them in vicious thoughts, destructive feelings, hurtful
words, and violent actions, due, of course, to lack of mastery over the desires and appetites
of the outer self.
These countless billions of electrons, invested in each individual, seek a safe and joyous
passage through your four lower vehicles (emotional, mental, etheric and physical bodies)
blessing, raising and renewing such vehicles in their sweeping and triumphant, Godordained descent through you to bless the universe as a whole. However, when any of the
four lower vehicles impedes the free-flowing stream of electronic light in its service in,
through, and around you, the electrons are, temporarily, imprisoned inside a casing (called
the substance of matter).
This slows your own vibratory rate of activity and also the activities of electronic light
channeled through your lifestream. Electronic light abides within your own I AM Presence
and in rhythmic pulsation is directed through you with special gifts, blessings and powers for
your use. If, however, you have literally “clogged the stream of entrance of the newly
charged electronic light” and have, even temporarily, imprisoned the precious release of
electronic light within your four lower vehicles, it can readily be seen that you, yourself, are
cutting off the blessings which are destined to be yours.
Beloved Jesus and his Holy Mother, Mary, whom we honor during the month of May (the
month of May is honorary month of beloved Mary, and May 11th is the feast of Jesus'
ascension) were open channels for these light rays and ever cognizant that the electronic
energy flowing through them was the power of God “I AM” which healed, soothed and
made whole each individual in distress whom they contacted whilst serving upon the Earth
and in the Father's kingdom. Go, now, and do likewise. The electronic light is alive within
you, has intelligence, motivation and, generally, the potent fire of creation! Allow it, through
you, to bless yourselves free and to, in like manner, bless all imprisoned life everywhere.
This electronic light will lovingly renew muscle, bone, sinews, bloodstreams and nervous
systems, when allowed through your free will to so do.
Beloved, THESE WORDS OF MINE ARE A DOCTRINE OF ENLIGHTENMENT, READ THEM,
ABSORB THEM, UTILIZE THEIR ESSENCE AND SPREAD THE BLESSINGS RECEIVED BY SUCH
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CONTACT WITH MY PRESENCE AND MY CONSCIOUSNESS. Thus are you truly messengers of
my Comfort Flame.
CONDUCTORS OF LIGHT
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
The physical Sun is the conductor of the substance of flame from the Great Central Sun,
Man is a conductor and his presence on the planet Earth is to draw the electronic substance
which is the light and life of the Sun, and to magnify that substance in works.
The electronic light rays that form the atmosphere of Earth are conductors. The Mountains,
the seas, the trees, the birds, the bees, and countless expressions of nature's manifestations
are all conductors of certain radiations which form the formula by which human life can
have a sustained existence on Earth.
However, man is the only qualified conductor of the cosmic flame, which purpose it is to
direct the power, intelligence, light and consciousness of the Sun into the planet and its
atmosphere. It is the development of this power to draw this cosmic force, direct it and
utilize it, which forms the basis of the instruction, which is released to you by the Spiritual
Hierarchy. Some lifestreams are natural and unconscious conductors, due to certain
development and dedication of purpose through the centuries.
The Ascended Masters are conscious, voluntary conductors of more than ordinary
outpourings of flame at certain periods and cycles. The infusion of the words, the
consciousness, the radiation and the outpouring of the electronic force is required to see
the Earth and its people through this present crisis, and the more attention and dedication
of those who know of the service of the Spiritual Hierarchy, the more of this electronic force
can flow through those so cognizant, making them localized conductors of an invisible force
which is the atmosphere of the New Day.
Every time the attention is turned towards any facet, which the Ascended Masters
represent, this electronic substance is given an opportunity to flow into the lower
atmosphere of Earth. The intellectual attention, the emotional devotion is all that is
required to make the contact by which this substance might flow to enrich the lower
atmosphere and it truly makes a localized sun in and around the very environment of the
chela, which is of more powerful, potent, cosmic import than the chela shall every know.
CONDUCTORS OF COSMIC ENERGY
By the Beloved Maha Chohan
To have the inner sight opened for a short period of time, say for a half hour, would so
transport you into a world of light wherein you could see the reality behind all action that
you would never again find form as either an imprisonment or an actuality.
If mankind could see the beautiful conductors of cosmic energy which they really are, how
the electrons fly from the fingertips, the feet and particularly from any part of the body
which is the concentrated focus of activity for the moment, they would find that the display
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of fireworks in any celebration such as the fourth of July but a poor imitation of their own
capacity to emit electronic force. Although the entire body is constantly sending forth sparks
of light or electricity, the tremendous shooting forth of the cosmic particles is concentrated
where the attention for the moment is active; thus, it passes from the hand in a handshake
or from the eye in the process of reading or looking at objects, from the forehead in
thought, from the lips in speech and song, and so on (energy follows thought). The quality of
the electrons of course, is determined by the evolution and the feeling of the individual.
When two or more individuals meet to discuss any problem or to combine their efforts for a
good cause, the tremendous release of the electronic particles from all parties into the
contemplated activity will have a tremendous effect upon its final outcome and the nature
of the participants as well as their feelings during the process of preparing and actually
executing the plan, will determine the type of manifestation that will outpicture.
I most sincerely counsel the chelas to contemplate the foregoing and to consider the
pictures, which they send out into the universal, knowing always that they are an open book
to all who have preceded them into the light.
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